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The Truth Of The Heart
Part 1

Understanding Your Immortality

Content

* Uncover the true and beautiful meaning of Power.

* Discover the location of your own amazing Inner Power Source.

* Learn how to access and employ this gracious Power.

Expand Your Mind

Open Your Heart

Resurrect Your Body
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Immortality
Intro

As we enter the beautiful but mysterious playground of 
higher vibrations, we enter the realm of the child, where 
we encounter a pure and innocent heart that’s true to its 

innate original design, youth. This is our evolutionary 
destination... to restore integrity of structure to our 
physical body through the practice of heightened 

spiritual vibration. Yes, this means immortality...

eternal youth. We’re rising out of our mortal existence, 
one individual resurrection at a time. It’s truly possible 
for you to experience immortality in this lifetime. 

I know that immortality seems like a fantasy...the 

elusive happily ever after of fairytales. But it 
truly is time to lift the veil of illusion that keeps you in 
your mortal existence, so you can open your eyes to the 
wondrous truth of your eternally youthful 

magnificence. You’re about to cross the 
evolutionary finish line in a blaze of light. 

Brilliant!

In the Truth Of The Heart eCourse, you’ll learn how your 
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trials and tribulations are actually perfectly designed to 
help liberate your beautiful spirit. By the end of the course 
you’ll see very clearly, the big picture of this whole evolu-
tionary epic and your part in it, which is truly inspirational.
You’ll finnaly understand your innate magnificence, and 
know that you’re always on the right path.

Open Mind
You’ll be going where you’ve never been before, so I ask 
you to set aside your pre-conceived ideas and pre-
programmed beliefs, so you can become fully receptive 
to wondrous new information.

Its impossible to open your heart without first opening 
your mind, which will become very clear throughout this 
series. 

The relationship between heart and mind is much more 
intimate than you think, so your open mind is essential. 
And if doubts start to creep in, remind your self that you 
are here to break through those old limitations, not to let 
them control you. 

Immortality is indeed my playground. Although it 
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seems too far fetched to ever be real, immortality is 
closer than you think...it’s within you...for it’s your innate 
design and the beautiful destination of this somewhat 
cryptic evolutionary journey.

#The imagination and Make Believe feature 
prominently in my work, for they’re your tools of creation.

#And I dive into the world of fairytales and release 
their long-held secrets, for their magical essence also 
speaks of your liberation through conscious evolution.

#My unique gift for accessing hidden messages 
in words has led me to this truth about evolution, why 
you’re here and how truly magnificent you really are.

Words & Concepts
All words secretly protect an encrypted subtext 
within their deep core, which offers a profound new 
understanding of familiar concepts. 

Throughout this series I’ll be revealing these hidden 
truths, so you’ll see words and concepts in a whole new 
light, in order to get to the heart of the truth. 
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So expect the unexpected as the mysteries of human 
spiritual evolution come to light. 

The hidden subtext is always loving and gracious...

And very intriguing!!!

May your thoughts and words be gentle for this is 
what brings the truth to light.

It’s time for your great revelation...and what that really 
means is...all your dreams come true.

My Philosophy throughout life has always been...

“I’m open to anything...until it can be dis-proven.”

As you can see it’s a flip/reversal of the norm, which 
usually asks for proof first...prove it to me and then I’ll 
believe it. But in the TOH eCourse you’ll discover that 
that’s actually backwards, and it’s what’s keeping you in 
the illusion of limitation. 

By having an open mind, you invite every option into 
your gallery of beliefs, you treat them as guests as you 
become better acquainted with their offerings, and you 
allow them to meander freely in your imagination, while 
you try them on for size. Being a friendly host brings 
unexpected delights as you’re treated to the charms of 
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new ideas and fresh perspectives.

So it’s time for you to become a pioneer into the open 
mind of unlimited possibilities..and once you’ve been 
there, you won’t want to turn back.

My work’s about Human Spiritual Evolution, and 
where it’s leading us, and as I say in my book...

“I invite you to open your minds to strange new things, 
because, after all, it is the strange new things that 
have brought about evolution.” (It’s About Time) 

It’s now time to clear your minds...open your hearts...and 
shine your lights. 

Here we go...
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Inner Power Source

Part 1a

Before we discuss your Inner Power Source, I’d like to 
clear up a common misconception...the belief that Spirit 
and Science are antagonists that will always be on 
opposing sides.

I connect spiritual understandings (like inner power) with 
their scientific or physiological counterpart. So I buddy 
up Spirit & Science. I ground spiritual concepts ...I take 
them from their perceived woo woo nature... and give 
them a physical or scientific identity...and show exactly 
how these spiritual concepts manifest within your 
physical body. 

Spirit & Science, which appear to be in opposing camps, 
have actually always worked hand in hand. Spirit is your 
energy, and Science is the physical representation of 
that energy ...your body. Spirit and Science need each 
other...and evolution is simply the tale of romance that’s 
fostering their loving reunion...and reinstating power 
within each individual human unit...including you. Human 
spiritual evolution is creating bodies of radiant matter.

So in order to shine your radiant light through your 
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physical body, you need to plug back into your inner 
power source.

Each and every one of you has an inner power 
source within your physical body. 

But unfortunately you underutilize it... simply because 
you don’t realize just how powerful you are. Imagine 
if you had a gift, but you didn’t know that you had it...it 
would be impossible for you to utilize it to its fullest. It’s 
the same with your power...if you don’t realize how pow-
erful you are, you can’t possibly fully utilize it. And that’s 
my mission...to help you believe in your own 
magnificence, so you can reconnect to your full power 
and bring your dreams into reality.

You are powerful. You are magnificent.

But it’s all those pre-conceived ideas and pre-
programmed beliefs that stop you from knowing your 
power. So your own limiting beliefs stop you from using 
your own power. Your beliefs that tell you you’re less 
than magnificent... disconnect you from your power.

Your journey toward truth encourages you to plug back 
into this source of power so as to bring integrity to your 
physical structure. In so doing, your fibres mend and 

become conduits of radiant light, thus filling your 
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body with beautiful, feel good vibrations. Just imagine 
every cell in your body sparkling with light... millions of 
little jewels...twinkling together like stars upon the can-
vas of your being. That’s what your inner power creates. 
This is the glorious goal of your evolutionary journey... 
to return your body to its original pure innocent state of 
youth. And that’s the truth that we’re seeking.

The truth that you call enlightenment isn’t some 
elusive wisdom, it’s simply the reconnection to the 
knowing of your own purity & magnificence... 
remembering your purity & magnificence...and allowing 
it to flow freely through the fibres of your being, so you 
light up from within.

You cannot attain Enlightenment, Immortality, Youth, 
Peace, Grace, Unconditional Love or freedom from your 
struggles until you recognize that purity and 
magnificence are your true design.

At the beginning of this eCourse I asked you to set 
aside your preconceived ideas and pre-programmed 
beliefs ...at that moment you were purifying your mind 
and opening it to a new understanding of your own 
magnificence....a magnificence that magnifies your self-
worth...a magnificence that magnifies your self-belief... 
because you moved beyond the limitations of your past 
and opened to unlimited possibilities. So you’re already 
practicing enlightenment and raising your vibes. Simple!
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Purity and magnificence reside on the high vibes, so 
your fibres literally carry high frequency light vibrations...
and your body becomes a vehicle of light. That’s 

enlightenment .being filled with light from within...
your physical body riding the high vibes of light because 
you’ve consciously chosen to purify your mind of 
limitation and create a higher vision for yourself.

So enlightenment isn’t adding information to your mind...
but cleansing your mind of the information that no lon-
ger serves you...the info that tells you that you’re less 
than magnificent.

Now this little gem might surprise you, but the hidden 
messages within words reveal that POWER = PURE.

Your measure of purity determines your power. As 
you reconnect to your purity by cleansing your cells 
of past baggage, you power your body with feel good 
vibes.

The glorious goal of your evolutionary journey is simply 

to fill your body with feel good vibes, so it returns to 
its original, true state of YOUTH. That’s how magnificent 
you are.

Can you feel something stirring deep within you right 
now... that’s your truth, your pure spirit, which is thrilled 
to finally be recognized. That’s your 
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magnificence wanting to escape. Feel it and trust it.

But what exactly is a power source and where, within 
your physical body, is it located? Where is the source of 
your sparkling light...the source of enlightenment?

I’m going to start by breaking down the word POWER so 
you can understand exactly what it is that you’re looking 
for.

Power
The dictionary tells us that the word power has a triple 
meaning... ability, authority and electrical supply. 

Ability is self-explanatory, for with power you are able 
to be or do something. Therefore when you do plug 
back into your inner source of power, you’re able to be 
or do anything your heart desires...in other words you 
can manifest all your dreams...and isn’t that what you 
want? 

Everything you desire, everything you dream of, already 
exists...within you...simply because you’ve imagined it. 
All you need do is bring it to life...and that’s where your 
power comes in. Power gives you life. 

Imagine a lamp or light that’s sitting in your lounge room. 
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That lamp comes to life when the power is switched on. 
The lamp is ABLE to shine as long as there’s POWER. 
It’s exactly the same with you. YOU are ABLE to shine 
your beautiful light, your inner spirit, as long as you have 
POWER. Your spirit will sit there, just like the lamp, until 
you give it power.

Authority. Now this isn’t the power that someone or 
something has over you... That’s actually a sign of 
weakness and therefore shows a lack of power, for it 
stems from fear. When you don’t feel good enough 
within yourself, fear fills your cells...the fear of not being 
loved or lovable. So you’re driven to prove your worth 
by hungrily seeking approval from others...meeting their 
expectations so as to feed your need. This serves only to 
diminish your sense of worth and keeps you in the never 
ending loop of seeking external power for constant top 
ups. You use a lot of energy to maintain this charade, 
which is why sourcing external power weakens you, for 
you’re no longer the authority in your own body...you 
have no power. 

Likewise AUTHORITY isn’t the power you have over 
others or over external circumstances. Although it may 
sometimes feel powerful, that too comes from your fear 
of not being good enough. Your dimly lit little cells feel 
so fearful that someone will discover your perceived 
lack of worth, that you overcompensate by 
endeavouring to control all situations. You hide your light 
behind a wall of protection that strikes out in defense 
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when the threat of exposure looms. Once again you use 
a lot of energy to maintain this charade, and your true 
light remains shrouded in fear...which is exactly why your 
cells are dim...and dim cells are aging cells.

Because your low self worth can’t supply you with the 
love you need, you unconsciously employ others to 
make you ‘feel good enough’. You hand over the 
authority to others, because you don’t realize just how 
powerful you really are yourself...you don’t realize that 
you are the AUTHOR of your life. And you might not even 
know that you’re doing this. But there’s one sure-fire way 
to find out. Ask yourself this revealing question.

Am I being me?

BE YOU -ty = BEAUTY

When you choose to BE YOU, you take your power 
back...you author a story that feels beautiful to you...
and you create a life that radiates from your heart and 
speaks your truth. Your true power radiates as your 
inner beauty, which expresses through your 
physical body as the integrity of structure that is 

otherwise known as youth. Your true inner power 
creates youth and beauty. 

So be true to YOU and radiate BEAUTY...from within. 

That’s the power...that’s the power...of attraction...your 
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inner beauty...attracts. You become MAGNETIC.

BEAUTY is the measure of YOU being YOU. The more 
you speak your truth, the more your beauty shines.

Beauty does not depend on external measures, 
conditions or approval - it radiates from within you on 
the beautiful high vibes of feel good, as you cast your 
true essence into the world. It feels wonderful to be true 
to you...

The word AUTHORITY clearly has its base in the word 
AUTHOR, so as the true author, you are the only 
authority within your body...this is your true power.

So it becomes very clear that as the true author, you 
write the story of your life. What story are you 
authoring? What story are you telling yourself? This is 
the story that fills your cells, creating your body and your 
life. 

You are the author of YOUTH and BEAUTY within the 
book of life that is your body. And those stories start with 
your beliefs. Check on your beliefs regularly... and 
gradually introduce more feel good into them... they 
need constant updating, just like your wardrobe!!! I’ll bet 
you love updating your wardrobe with new and more 
beautiful fashions... so fashion your beliefs in the same 

way...and become the authority on feel good beliefs.... 
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become acquainted with your inner power.

Electrical Supply is  that which provides life. So 
your electrical supply is the power that provides life to 
your physical body. 

Please keep an open mind as we now venture into the 

encrypted subtext of electrical supply.

ELECT is CHOICE. That which you elect, is that which 
you choose.

Your body’s electrical supply therefore is determined by 
the choices you provide... in other words, the 

possibilities you entertain in your mind. Your 

possibilities are programmed into your belief 
system, which circulates throughout your physical 
body via the electrical impulses of your nervous system. 
Your 
electrical impulses represent the impulses you elect...
your choices of behavior...the scope of possibilities you 
allow yourself to believe in.

So your belief system is your electrical supply, 

therefore your belief system is your power. It’s your 
own beliefs that generate power within your body. Your 
belief system lights up your body...or not!
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And it’s these beliefs that create your store of chemistry 
that determines your persona...your character in the 
theatre of life... the story you tell yourself...and others...
about you. Therefore the story you tell yourself about 
you...is your most POWERFUL tool. And you know that 
tool as your IMAGINATION. Your imagination is your most 
powerful tool.

So your electrical supply is your beliefs...and you’re the 
author of those beliefs...therefore you’re only limited by 
your own beliefs...in other words, by your ability to 
IMAGINE.

Electrical Supply = Possibilities = Imagination = Power.

Imagination
You limit your own power when you limit your 
imagination... the story you create about you. When 
you create a limited story about yourself...”I’m not good 
enough”...”I’m not this enough”...or “I’m not that enough”...
that’s exactly what you create... not enough! You’re 
simply not being creative...you’re being destructive! 

But as you improve your story telling skills, you stretch 
your imagination into greater possibilities, which 
manifest into your reality. In other words, when you 
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recognize your own magnificence, and start creating 
a life story that matches it, you become a POWERFUL 
creator. MAGNIFY your beliefs about yourself. 

IMAGINEify your beliefs about yourself.

IF IT CAN BE IMAGINED, IT CAN BE CREATED.

Unfortunately the imagination has been done a 
dis-service in the past, as it’s so often seen as not real...
fantastical...and illusion. Oh it’s just make believe!...as 
if make believe is only supposed to be for children.....
and certainly has no place in the adult world. But this is 
where the world’s got it backwards. And this is where 
children have got it over us!!!!

The imagination is the field of unlimited possibilities. 
Make believe plays in the field of unlimited possibilities. 
Any reality you desire exists in the field of unlimited 
possibilities. That’s why, from your full imagination, you 
can write the greatest story ever told for yourself, 
because it already exists in the field of unlimited 
possibilities...in your imagination. All you have to do is 

bring it to life!!! Give it power...believe in it! Make your 
own beliefs. MAKE BELIEVE.

Practice mastering make believe..and you’ll become a 
master of your REAL- LIFE FANTASY!
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Even the word fantasy holds some surprises. It comes 

from the Greek word meaning make visible. Isn’t that 
interesting? Fantasy is what you make visible. So your 
reality is fantasy. You’re living in a fantasy world...a world 
that you have made visible...simply by your beliefs. So 
do not discount the imagination as being simply child’s 
play.

Revel freely in the world of make believe. Start 
imagining all those strange new things that you’d dearly 
love to have in your life. They only feel strange because 
they haven’t existed up until now....but the more you 
imagine them, the more real they’ll become...until they’re 
your new norm. Immerse yourself in the power of 

creation...the high vibes of feel good where
anything’s possible.

Another word I’d like to bring some clarity to is the word 

creative. Very often it’s thought that only artistic 
people are creative. That you have to wear a beret and 
paint, or dance and sing. However, the vibes of 
creativity/creation are simply the high vibes, where no 
destruction can possibly occur. There are no conditions 
about what defines creativity. So any time you feel good...
you’re being creative. When you’re kind, you’re being 
creative. When you smile, you’re being creative. When 
you feed your family, go for a walk or pat the dog, you’re 
being creative. Anything that’s nurturing, soothes your 
body fibres, filling them with the high vibes of creation. 
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Anything that’s nurturing...is creative.

Own your creativity. Nurture yourself. You are creative. 
You are magnificent because you exist in the field of 
unlimited possibilities from which you can create 
whatever your heart desires. Take back your power and 
choose to author the most wondrously fantastic life story 
for yourself.

In summary, your power is your ability to provide your 

body with a life of youth and beauty.

Now here’s a simple action step to help you manifest a 
wondrous new story for yourself. 

Create a vision board, or pinterest board of your 
dreams. 

Dream big and include only what you truly love. Vision 
boards work as mini imaginations..you can see your own 
creativity in front of you...and constantly feed it with your 

belief. You empower your visions. Play like a 
little child. And watch your dreams come true.

And now it’s time to pop over and visit my Tips & Tools, 
where you’ll find sparkles of inspiration and practical 
guidance to help you embrace your happy inner power.
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Light Vibrations

Part 1b

Here’s a little secret to help understand the power of 
belief.

BELIEF = BE + LIEF (LOVE)
BELIEF = BE + LOVE

The power of belief is... LOVE. When you believe in your 
self, you love yourself...and fill your body with the high 
vibes of feel good.

Let’s now take this one step further by entering the 

spectrum of light vibrations through which all your 
creations manifest. The whole spectrum of light 

vibrations is known as the Electromagnetic 
Spectrum, within which human vision resides in a tiny 

band of rainbow light that’s called the Visible Light 
Spectrum.

As you choose your story, you choose the light 
vibrations that express through your body as youth and 
beauty. As you imagine your story, you supply your body 
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tissue with electrical signals that determine its 

physical condition and therefore its radiance. 

Your electrical supply (power) is also known as energy. 

Just like a flower, when you give energy to your 
story, it blossoms into your reality. Your story is nurtured 
by your energy. By believing in yourself, you feed your 
story with only loving thoughts, words and actions ...and 
so it comes to life. The energy that courses through your 

body carries your life manuscript that determines 
the very essence of your being. 

You already know that this energy of belief is very 
powerful. But let me show you why.

Gamma

Energy = Inner G = Inner Gamma

Gamma is your BLISS brainwave pattern... of higher 
intelligence, compassion, focus and happiness. GAMMA 

is your happily ever after.

So ENERGY = INNER GAMMA...It’s your bodies measure 
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of bliss.

Science has found that the brain wave pattern of 
meditating monks is PURE GAMMA. Pure Bliss. And they 
expend zero energy. Their energy of belief is at its full 
capacity. Their bodies harmoniously operate from one 
pure vibration...the vibration of power...the vibration of 
LOVE.

This is indeed what we’re all seeking for ourselves...a 
life of harmony and happiness. The monks are simply 
demonstrating that it’s possible to achieve this state of 
bliss... by connecting to the field of GAMMA...the high 
frequency field that surrounds us constantly...waiting for 
us to tune in.

Gamma is the highest, finest vibration in the electro 
magnetic light spectrum...

Gamma is brilliant! 

Why...because gamma has the most light and the most 
energy. Therefore gamma has the most power. 

Gamma is the imagination... the field of creativity. So when 
your body is fully powered by gamma, you’ve become a 
master of creation. You’ve accessed the field of unlimit-
ed possibilities because you have full belief in yourself. 
Which means that your body is literally full of the energy 
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of belief...full of love. 

GAMMA is LOVE.

GAMMA PROVIDES INSTANT MANIFESTATION 
WITHIN THE FIELD OF UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES. 

Now that’s what I call bliss!!!

I’ll be showing you exactly where gamma resides within 
your physical body and how you can increase its supply. 
But first let’s look at a unique aspect of Gamma.

It’s time to suspend your disbelief and stretch your 
imagination, because the following quote will help to 

show you that gamma is the God vibration. 

Science & Spirit connect once again. 

GAMMA = LOVE. GOD = LOVE. 

It’s really not much of a stretch to see the connection.
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God Vibration
“The Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far East” is a 
book series written by Baird T Spalding.

“The people in this book have taken God out of the 
supernatural and superstition and have placed him whol-
ly in vibratory frequency, knowing that as they keep their 

bodies in the divine vibration, they never grow old 
and die.” 

GAMMA (G) IS THE DIVINE VIBRATION. 
GAMMA IS THE GOD VIBE.

God is quite simply the highest light vibration in the 
electromagnetic spectrum. God is Spirit & Science.

Not so surprising when you consider the language we 
use when addressing God. UP in heaven...God on High...
ascend into heaven. To meet God you simply need to 
raise your self-belief to its highest frequency, wherein 
you’ll meet the highest vibration. Love yourself 
unconditionally, and you’re one with the God vibe. To 
invite God into your life is to invite the highest feel good 
vibes into your body.

When you fully believe in yourself, you’ve aligned 
with God...right within your body.
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ENERGY = INNER  G = INNER GAMMA = INNER GOD

God is the energy in your cells. God is your cellular power 
....the beliefs stored in your cellular memory, which light 
up your life.

Imagine a lamp with a dimmer switch. When you turn the 
dimmer switch (power) down, the light loses radiance...it 
becomes darker and less clear. When you turn the 
dimmer switch up, allowing a higher flow of power, the 
light becomes more radiant...you can see things more 
clearly. 

Just like the lamp, when you turn your dimmer switch of 

belief (love) up, you increase your energy levels and 
therefore your body becomes more radiant. You have a 

higher vision for yourself. You see more clearly, and 
effortlessly express a free flow of creativity. You’re 
riding the high vibes. 

However, with low self belief, you literally give your power 
away and deplete your energy supply, thus losing clarity 
and the ability to create with ease. Your life feels hard... 
you’re in a dark place. 

Stop giving your power away to fear and doubt. Turn your 
dimmer switch up and light your own way into bliss. Walk 
with the God vibe in the field of Grace.
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Field of Grace
What you call the field of grace is actually the 

imagination, freely offering its unlimited smorgas-
bord of possibilities...all your dreams come true. It’s the 
electromagnetic field containing only the gamma 
vibration...the God vibe...brilliant light...where all your 

unique and brilliant ideas come from! It’s the 
field of creativity wherein the energy of creation 
surrounds you. No destruction exists on this high vibe. 
Imagine how that feels. There’s no dis-ease, and 
therefore no aging or death. Mortality cannot exist in 
the field of grace, because integrity reigns. The field of 
grace is the field of eternal youth...immortality. Bliss! And 
you create it by your beliefs.

The vibe of creation, gamma, is freely accessible. In fact, 
you access it in every moment of your life. If you didn’t, 
you wouldn’t be here. The question is...to what degree 
do you access it? The degree to which you 
frequent the field of grace, your imagination, determines 
your measure of YOUTH and BEAUTY.

The more frequently you visit your imagination, the 

higher is your frequency of light vibration within 
your body, thus the greater are your powers of creation. 

This higher frequency of light vibration is your higher 
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self. Your higher self is the creator... God... within you. So 
liberate that uniquely brilliant creative spirit
of yours and play Make Believe constantly.

MAKE what you BELIEVE about yourself always 
loving, kind and gentle...and your body will ascend to 
the heights of YOUTH AND BEAUTY as it radiates the 
essence of your HIGHER POWER...all your dreams come 
true.

Here’s a simple action step to nurture your 
self-belief. Create beautiful love notes and little 
reminders of your wonderful new beliefs about yourself, 
and pop them around your home. Create a loving 
cocoon of self- belief.

Summary of Power
Power = life, ability, authority, electrical supply, choice, 
belief, energy, imagination, creativity, gamma, grace, 
God. Inner power, therefore, comes from the author/cre-
ator within...you. 

You give your body life through your imagination, thus 
providing yourself with the creative ability to be or do 
whatever you choose. 
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Grace is Gamma
GRACE...GAMMA...It can be clearly seen that SPIRIT & 
SCIENCE meet on the playground of VIBRATION. 

The spiritual understanding of Grace, or the God Vibe finds 
its counterpart in the scientific understanding of Gamma. 
Spirit and science have always played together, because 
human spiritual evolution is taking place within the 
physical body. 

Your physical body is simply the scientific evidence of 
your spiritual beliefs. 

Fortunately this mutual playground...your body... is now 
emerging from the heavy mists of time into the light of 
truth, wherein it returns to its full integrity of structure. It 
truly is time to permit your higher spiritual understandings 
(your pure self-belief) to gently caress and nurture your 
physical body, thus guiding it back to its eternal home of 
immortality. It’s time to step up and love your uniqueness, 
and encourage it to step out of its dark closet of fear, and 
joyously splash its pure essence onto the canvas of life...
your body matter.

Just like the meditating monks, on this playground of 
higher vibration your body never loses energy. When you 
realize that everything you need to be the best version of 
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yourself, is right within you, and you love and nurture it, 
you never need to give your power away to external 
influences, who insist that you follow their beliefs. And so 

instead of operating as a depleting battery, slowly 
giving your power away, you’re now constantly 

connected to source...within. You’re constantly open to 
the full flow of the God Vibe, Gamma...and together you 
create the uniqueness of you.

So where does this playground of evolution reside with-
in your physical body. Where exactly is your inner pow-
er source? Where is the source of your creative powers...
your imagination?

Source
In order to answer that question clearly, we’ll need to 
first enter the world of words once again, where we’ll 
find the clues within the word itself. 

Very simply, a source is a place of rising. It’s a 
beginning, origin or genesis. It’s also a fountainhead, 
font, well or spring. And, most importantly, the source is 

the matrix...or mother.

Your power source therefore is the place from where 
your power springs. It’s the origin or genesis of your 
electrical supply. It’s the spring wherein new life arises...
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the fountain containing youth. It’s the font of the brilliant 
God vibe ... the font of enlightenment. It’s the wellspring 

of grace...the mother of creation.

The beginning or source of your life story, yourOnce 
Upon A Time, is marked by the embryonic stage during 
which time you’re fully connected to your inner power 
source as you nestle within its loving matrix. Your life is 

in its infancy. Interestingly, the word infant brings us to 
the fountain of youth.

INFANT = INNER FONT = INNER FOUNTAIN.

The infant is the inner fountain or spring of new life, 

wherein youth is theprevalent condition. In your 

embryonic infant stage you embody the inner 
fountain of youth...you’re a body flowing with the 
pure energy from your inner power source. In infancy 
you’re one with the field of unlimited possibilities...which 

is exemplified by stem cells.

So in revealing the mysterious location of your inner 
power source we once again connect your spiritual 
understandings with physiology. Within your physical 
body, the source of power is the source of gamma, and 

gamma resides within your cells. 
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Gamma resides within the nucleus of every cell...it’s at 
the heart of every cell. Therefore your beliefs are at the 
heart of your every cell, giving power to your story as it 
expresses through your body.

But there is one special cell that’s your original 
power source of loving power. 

And its not just any cell. 

It is your original individual cell, your very first cell, from 
which you sprang to life. It’s your embryonic nest of 
infancy, wherein you lay swaddled in the fabric of 
unconditional love. 

Your original individual cell is the Ovum. 

The ovum is your inner power source. 

The ovum is the mother of creation.

MATTER = MATRE = MOTHER

The God vibe, the highest vibration, which exemplifies 
the feminine qualities of unconditional love, kindness 
and nurturing, expresses through the canvas of matter. 
God, the creator, finds a voice through the mother. All 
creation is birthed through her. Through the mother, the 
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God vibe is made visible. This loving union gives rise to 
creation. God, Mother and child...the loving trinity of 
creation. The formula for life. The feminine creative 
qualities of the imagination express through the matter 
that is your body bringing your uniqueness to life. Your 
body is an expression of God. A sparkling jewel of 
evolution.

Science and Spirit truly do meet on the playground of 
higher vibration...the playground of unconditional love, 
which sits quietly within your physical body awaiting 
your return.

Here’s your simple action step. Go within. Connect 
to your awaiting source of inspiration and listen to its 
motherly guidance. Even 10 minutes each morning will 
bring more sparkle into your day.

Now pop on over to my tips and tools for some more 
sparkling gems to help you reconnect with your loving 
inner mother.
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Ovum = Inner 
Power Source

Part 1c

The ovum is the mother of all as we are all birthed 
from this very large single cell. She’s a MOTHER of a cell. 
How great thou art! 

She holds your original design in her pure heart. She 
keeps your secret of immortality close to her heart, a 
sparkling jewel of youth. Her evolutionary wish is that 
you return to claim it. She travels through evolution with 
you, guiding you back to love.

Your inner power source is your very first cell from which 
all your cells are derived. Therefore, all your cells have 
the potential for eternal youth, their original and true 
design.

YOUTH = YOU th...for only when you believe in YOU, 
does your body return to its original and true design.

INNER POWER SOURCE = INNER PURE MOTHER = 
INNER PURE MATTER = YOUTH.
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You create your pure matter  from within...by virtue of 
your own beliefs.

This pure ovum or egg is the symbol of new life, spring 

and Easter. It pronounces resurrection. It’s through 
the ovum that mankind has been resurrecting 
progressively throughout evolution, one birth at a time. 

With each new generation the flow of grace has 
increased due to this progressive reconnection to our 
inner power source. Each generation has been slowly 
re-writing the story of life as we’ve taken back our power 
and raised the vibrations within our cells, thus author-

ing a more radiantly beautiful and youthful 
body.

The Ovum has been our evolutionary constant. Only 

her story has changed. 

The mother carries the ever-changing story of 
evolution from generation to generation, whilst gently 
refining its plot. 

As organic beings, your true nature is carbon. The pure 
Mother = pure Carbon, which is diamond.

Throughout evolution your carbon structure has been 
carrying its load of DNA... your ancestral story...through 
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the generations, in an epic quest of cleansing. As your 
baggage is dispelled, through ever-increasing self-
belief, more light shines through the fabric of your being. 
Your crystalline cells are transforming into a treasury of 
light, the pure diamond heart of the mother.

The mother is carrying you through evolution, slowly, 
but surely, opening your eyes to the powers of creation 
that you possess. You’re a powerful creator, and she just 
wants you to believe that. So she helps you by 
manifesting your dreams in the material world, so you 
can see what you’ve created.

The mother (matter) provides you with the evidence of 
your beliefs. Thank her for gifting you this crystal clear 
system of guidance...your world. Now evolve your beliefs 
to match the new vision you wish to see.

So now to the location of your inner power source... 
within your physical body. You know that your power, 
gamma, lives in your cells, but where is the original pure 
cell...the original source of power?

Youoriginal cell or ovum resides at the base of your 
spine. In spiritual circles she’s known as the Kundalini, a 
sleeping energy that awakens through purification. This 
is the point from which your physical body has risen. This 

is the point from which your story springs to life...This is 

your once upon a time. This is the point of
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resurrection through which evolution is taking place...

the point of reincarnation. This is your point of power... 

your power point that provides you with pure energy. 
The ovum at the base of your spine is the resting place of 
your inner power source, the heart of the great mother of 
all that’s filled with grace.

Your ovum therefore is the source of your imagination... 
the spring of life... the font of enlightenment... the 
fountain of youth. She’s the source of power... The home 

of the brilliant God Vibe.. the well from which you draw 
grace. She’s your store of gamma...the energy store that 
creates the story of your life. She’s the home of creation.. 
wherein your creative spirit sparkles brilliantly ...she’s the 

open door to love.

Your ovum is the place of choice from which you author 
your most radiant life story...It’s from here that you write 

your book of life. In essence, she’s your bible of 
beliefs. 

Every cell in your body stems from the ovum, and it’s your 
beliefs that are stored within those cells.
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Evolution into Truth
Your evolutionary purpose is to reinstate self-belief, 
thus plugging back fully into thisinner power source at the 
base of your spine, and switching on the light of truth...the 
radiance of the true you. Truth means integrity. So when 
your true story flows graciously through your 
original cell, you bring integrity back into every cell within 
your physical structure, and reinstate youth.

Your Mother of All offers youth eternal through 
nurturing your spirit of self- belief. Nurture yourself as a 
mother nurtures her child. Encourage your unique spirit, 
for it’s your truth.

It’s clear that each and every one of you has the innate 
power to convey the God Vibe, gamma, through your 
physical body just as the meditating monks do. It’s clear 
that the only thing that needs to change in order for you to 
become a master manifester...is your belief that you CAN.

Here’s a simple action step you can take right now. Thank 
yourself for all the wondrous gifts you bring to the world. 
Each night before you go to sleep, write down just one of 
your beautiful gifts in a special book of treasures.
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Divine Feminine & 
Virgin Mary

The ovum, as mother of all, is the pure heart of 
unconditional love. There are no conditions within the 
original cell...she is free of man-made conditions...she’s 
free of fear. Her pure heart sits at the base of your spine 
awaiting your return. And you are closer than you think 
as we collectively surge toward the glorious finish line of 
our evolutionary journey. 

The ovum is the physical representation of what is 

known in spirituality as the Divine Feminine, or in 

biblical terms as the Virgin Mary. The ovum is the 
immaculate heart that is filled with grace.

The Divine Feminine and the Virgin Mary are simply 
symbolic representations of your inner power source. 
You’re the embodiment of the Divine Feminine. You’re 
the embodiment of the Virgin Mary.

The Divine Feminine is also known as Shakti, meaning to 
be able, which takes us directly back to the definition for 
power. So the Divine Feminine, the Virgin Mary and the 
pure ovum are one and the same, your power source, 
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which is full of grace. 

Grace is Power.

Creative Feminine 
Right Brain
You can and do access this power of grace, 
gamma, in your daily life... through your creative 
feminine right brain. The right brain is the vehicle 

through which you express your creativity. 

Once again I ask you to suspend your disbelief as we 
enter the world of words.

MEMBRANE = MEM BRAIN = MA’AM BRAIN = FEMININE 
BRAIN

Every membrane in your body is a tissue of matter, 
and you’ll remember that matter = matre = mother. So 
every membrane of your body is a canvas for the 
creative feminine. The measure of your creative flow, 
your nurturing mother energy, is registered within your 
body tissue. The more connected you are to your 
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mother source, the more youth flows through your 
tissues. As you disconnect... you age.

Your infant and child brains express directly through 
your creative feminine right brain... before the onset of 

your left-brain and the journey into aging. So as 
your infant and child spirits recede into the distance, 

heralding the advent of aging, so too does your cre-
ative spirit ...your spirit of youth. Youth can no lon-
ger express itself through your body, as is evidenced 
through your aging physical structure. 

The innocence of your original pure spirit is always 
endeavouring to express its true design fully through 
your physical being. 

As you choose to immerse all your thoughts, words and 

actions in loving vibrations, making kindness your 

constant practice, you invite creation into your cells, 
and release all destruction and aging from within your 
body tissue. You’re in loving communion with your 
eternally youthful mother of all, your ovum. 

Mother & Child unite as Matter embraces 

Youth. 
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The ovum is the pure heart that holds the light of truth. 

So when we speak of the Truth of the Heart, we’re 
referring to the integrity of the ovum, the individual cell 
in its pure design... the innocence of youth... the child 

at the heart of each and every cell...this child is you. 
Your body is, in essence, one big heart that’s expressing 
truth/integrity to varying degrees.

Take back your power. Shine the light of your true sto-
ry...your unique brilliance, whatever that may be...free-
ly throughout your body and it will radiate the light of 
truth, as the fibres of your being regain their integrity and 
youth.

Believe... for you truly are the author of your life and 
the creator of your body. 

Your power is that you get to choose your vibrations 
in each and every moment. You get the opportunity to 

choose your story over and over again. What a 

wonderful gift to the world. 

And so the mystery is solved. As the truth of the heart 
steps into the light of grace, you step into a body of 

Youth & Beauty. 
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But this is only the beginning as spirit and science 

are now revealing so many amazing connections that 
you will never see things in the same way again. 

I invite you to join me in Part 2, where you will...

* Discover why you disconnect from your Inner 
Power Source and how your DNA and family con-
tribute.

* You will see how this leads to the proverbial Fall 
From Grace within the connective tissue of your 
body including its effect on your eyesight.

* You will explore the Simple Science that 

explains your bodys current ascension back into Grace 
and Youth, and how you can further its progression.

* You will also learn the Big Secret that 

Humpty Dumpty has been hiding from you for a 
very long time.
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Secret Science is also hidden within childrens stories! 
So just for fun I’ll reveal some of these secrets in Part 2.

I’m delighted to be presenting this new information to 
you, and thank you for being here with me. 

You’ll love the treasure trove that my website offers. 
Please feel free to visit me at the 

following address

www.margkinneen.com

“You had the Power all along, my dear.” 
Glinda, the Good Witch.
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